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a b s t r a c t   

In recent years, various kinds of nanomaterials based invasive or non-invasive deep neural stimulation tools 
are developed for modulating neural system and illuminating the relationship between neural circuits and 
specific behaviors. For better modulation of neural system and clinical application, the neural stimulation 
nanotools should be optimized. In this work, we demonstrated a novel non-invasive neural modulation 
approach relying on magnetic field, which is realized by modifying magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) with 
anti-His antibody and inserting His-tag at specific position of TRPV4 to target the activation of TRPV4 ion 
channel. The activated TRPV4 ion channel could induce the calcium influx by in vitro calcium imaging assay 
in cultured neurons. This study showed that this approach can improve the calcium transient compared 
with unmodified MNPs. Furthermore, this approach was confirmed in freely moving mice presenting valid 
magnetic control of rotation around the body-axis and freezing of gait. This work demonstrates that TRPV4 
ion channel can be activated by MNPs based nanotool, which provides a new alternative way for achieving 
magnetic stimulation in deep-brain circuits. This work also can serve as a useful validation study for 
magnetogenetics. 

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
CC_BY_NC_ND_4.0   

Introduction 

Understanding how the brain dictates the behavior of animals is 
the HollyGrail in the study of system neuroscience. Artificial reg-
ulation and intervention by deep stimulation of the neural system is 
the main means to study the function of various brain regions and 
the correlation between brain regions, and to regulate the specific 
nerve cell types accurately. In order to realize precise inhibition and 
excitation of neural network, offer insight into the functional sig-
nificance of neural system activity and enrich our understanding of 
the relationship between neural system and specific animal 

behaviors, in recent years, effective neural stimulation tools based 
on various kinds of nanomaterials such as nanoparticles, nanowires 
and nanotubes are developed [1–3]. This is because the small sizes 
and high surface-to-volume ratios of nanomaterials make them have 
enhanced and exceedingly good physical properties and show un-
ique opportunities in biology [4–7]. 

The nanomaterials based neural stimulation tools can be divided 
into several types according to different stimulation modes, for in-
stance, carbon nanotube based miroelectrodes for deep brain elec-
tric stimulation [8,9], various types of nanoparticles for optogenetic 
stimulation [10,11], piezoelectric nanoparticles/nanotubes for ultra-
sounds stimulation [12,13] and magnetic nanoparticles for magnetic 
stimulation [14], etc. Among these nanotools, the optical genetic 
nanotools with the advantage of high spatial, temporal, and neuro-
chemical resolution have been widely used in the regulation of ro-
dent behavior, and are helpful for understanding of the specific 
functions of various specific neural pathways related to behavior  
[15]. However, due to the scarce penetration of the light through the 
tissues, most optogenetic stimulation methods needs implantation 
of optical waveguides, which, like the implanted miroelectrodes for 
deep brain electric stimulation, can result in the inflammation and 
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gliosis at the implant site [13]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop 
other nanotools for non-invasive clinical stimulation treatments. 

Compare with optogenetic stimulation methods, magnetic fields 
can penetrate deeper into the brain, which offers an alternative non- 
invasive way. It enables magnetic nanoparticles based magnetic 
stimulation has the characteristics of deep and targeted stimulation 
of specific brain regions and remote regulation of neural circuits 
related to animal behavior [14]. Published studies on magnetic sti-
mulation of neural circuits mainly induced calcium influx of cells by 
activating transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 or 4 (TRPV1 or 
TRPV4), which are vital ion channels and mainly sensitive to mag-
netic nanoparticles induced magnetothermal heating (42 °C) and 
mechanical force, respectively [16–22]. In 2015, Chen et al. reported 
that under the action of interactive magnetic field, the magnetic 
nanoparticles (MNPs) can dissipate heat, cause the reversible dis-
charge of TRPV1+ nerve cells in the surrounding, and then generate 
biological stimulation in the target area of brain [16]. The injection of 
magnetic nanoparticles maintained its impact on the brain for one 
month, creating chronic stimulation without implantation. The 
magnetic nanoparticles used in this experiment were not specifically 
modified, and displayed high off-target behavior, thus could not 
accurately target cells, a larger amount of MNPs and heat con-
sumption are demanded to activate more cells. However, over-
heating is a harmful general effect related to heat dissipation in 
brain. By inserting a His tag into the TRPV channel and encasing 
magnetic nanoparticles with anti-His antibodies, this magne-
tothermal stimulation method can be optimized [19,20]. 

For the work related to magnetic stimulation by activating TRPV4 
(i.e. mechanosensitive channels), in 2016, Wheeler et al. synthesized 
a single component, magnetically sensitive actuator, “Magneto,” 
through fusion of the non-selective cation channel, TRPV4, to the 

paramagnetic protein, ferritin, which requires only one injection and 
its using has been validated both in vitro and in vivo [18]. MNPs have 
been proven to be an effective nanotool to activate TRPV1, however, 
whether they can be used to activate TRPV4 is still unreported. 

In this work, we fabricated a magnetic field-driven nanotool 
through inserting His-tag at specific position of TRPV4 and using 
anti-His antibody modified MNPs, and have successfully applied it to 
stimulate neural system. Calcium imaging assay in HEK293T cells 
and cultured neurons in vitro demonstrated effective activation of 
calcium transient, suggesting the TRPV4 ion channel could be acti-
vated by MNPs under the stimulation of magnetic field. The ob-
servation that specific mice behaviors change during magnetic field 
stimulation indicated that TRPV4-MNPs engagement successfully 
triggered the activation of two separate brain regions, dorsal 
striatum and the ridge between dorsal and ventral striatum. 
Although two injections are needed in this method of TRPV4-MNPs, 
MNPs exhibits sensitive to magnetic field and negative effects in-
cluding off-target and overheating can be reduced, demonstrating 
this work offers a new method for realizing magnetic stimulation by 
activating TRPV4. Additionally, magnetogenetics has not been widely 
adopted due to the concerns about its ease of use [23] and validity  
[24], as a consequence, this work also provides a useful validation 
study for magnetogenetics. 

Results 

Principles of magnetic force drived neural stimulation 

Based on the researches of TRPV4 and MNPs, we designed a 
magnetic sensitive nanotool via the insertion of His tag into TRPV4 
attached to MNPs (Fig. 1A). 6×His tag was inserted into the 

Fig. 1. Cell membrane-bound MNPs modulates the calcium influx in HEK293T cells. A. MNPs decorated with anti-His tag antibody binds to the His tag of TRPV4 ion channel, and 
elicits calcium influx during the magnetic stimulation. B. Laser confocal image of TRPV4-His499-mCherry overexpressed HEK293T cells (red). AF488-anti-His antibody modified 
MNPs (green) bound to the cell membrane. Scale bar is 10 µm long. C. In vitro Calcium imaging fluorescence fold change in response to 50 mT magnetic stimulation (0.1 Hz, 90% 
duty cycle, the period of electric magnet stimulation is 30–120 s). Only in TRPV4-His499 overexpressed cells (Fluo-4AM loaded) together with His Abs modified MNPs (red line) 
could elicit calcium influx during magnetic field stimulation. Fluorescence fold change of n  >  10 cells of three independent experiments were analyzed for each condition. (Two- 
way ANOVA, p  <  0.0001). 
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extracellular loop of TRPV4 through molecular cloning, and the fu-
sion protein was expressed by plasmid transfection or virus trans-
duction in different cell types. Anti-His antibody modified MNPs 
were added to cell culture medium, and bound to TRPV4 protein on 
the cell surface. Under the stimulation of magnetic field, MNPs ac-
tivated TRPV4 ion channel, triggered the calcium influx in cells, and 
interfered the calcium related function of cells. 

Development of an optimal magnetic sensitive nanotool 

Commercial superparamagnetic magnetic nanoparticles func-
tionalized with carboxyl group (Cat: fluidMAG 4115–100 nm, 
Chemicell) were used for the activation of TRPV4 in our design. This 
ferrofluids can be used for MRI-diagnostics and magnetic drug tar-
geting applications [25–27]. FluidMAG-nanoparticles with hydro-
dynamic diameters of 100 nm have a multi-domain core 
(Information provided by Chemicell) which means they always form 
small clusters about 100 nm when used in assay (Fig. S1A). The 
magnetite cores of MNPs were shown in transmission electron mi-
crographs with an average size of 19  ±  8 nm (Table S1). 

Anti-His antibody or Anti-His antibody-AF488 (Santa Cruz) was 
used for the modification of MNPs (Fig. S2). Catalyzed by NHS, car-
boxyl groups of MNPs formed covalent bond with amino groups of 
the antibodies. Additionally, MNPs and Abs-modified MNPs showed 
perfect dispersibility in water (Fig. S3), which is necessary for the 
brain stereotactic injection of MNPs. The magnetite cores and shells 
of MNPs and Abs-modified MNPs were shown in transmission 
electron micrographs (Fig. S1B). Abs modification efficiency was 

determined by measuring non-coated antibody concentration by 
micro BCA assay (Table S1). 

In order to achieve the objectives of concept in Fig. 1A, we did the 
in vitro calcium imaging assay in HEK293T with the over-expression 
of TRPV4-His499 to test the performance of our designed magnetic 
sensitive nanotool. Details of calcium imaging assay were illustrated 
in Methods. The binding of Abs-MNPs and cells were detected by 
confocal imaging, as shown in Fig. 1B, Abs-MNPs (AF488) (green) 
located on the surface of TRPV4-His499-mcherry plasmid trans-
fected HEK293T cells (red). About 70%–80% cells are transfected by 
TRPV4-His499-mCherry plasmid (Fig. S4). Cells overexpressing 
TRPV4-His499 exhibited significant enhancement of Fluo-4 fluores-
cence after being stimulated by a 50 mT magnetic field delivered by 
electric magnet (Fig. 1C). The 50 mT magnetic field was produced by 
placing the magnet ~0.5 cm above the cells (Fig. 2A). Cytotoxicity 
test of MNPs was performed by incubating HEK293T cells with or 
without 100 μg MNPs for 30 min, 1 day, 2 day and 3 day, respectively, 
though live/dead staining (Fig. S5A). Additionally, biocompatibility in 
vitro assessed by measuring the OD value of HEK293T incubated 
with different concentration of MNPs using Cell Counting Kit-8 assay 
(Fig. S5B). These results confirmed the good cell biocompatibility 
of MNPs. 

Considering that TRPV4 is also a temperature sensitive channel 
like TRPV1, temperature about 42 °C could activate the channel. After 
the cells were just taken out from the cell incubator, the temperature 
variation of culture media during the calcium imaging assay was 
recorded before (0–30 s) and during loading the magnetic field 
(30–190 s). Obviously, there was no increase in temperature (Fig. S6). 

Fig. 2. Magnetic field strength dependent control of calcium influx and TRPV4 is the dominant calcium channel during the stimulation process. A. Electric magnets deliver a 
distance dependent magnetic field. The inset shows the arbitrary waveform generator guided magnetic field generation system. B. Fluorescence fold (Ft/F0) of calcium influx 
elicited by different magnetic field strengths in HEK293T cells transfected with TRPV4-His499 in the presence of MNPs-HisAb. N  >  10 cells of three independent replicates were 
analyzed. (Two-way ANOVA, p  <  0.0001) C. Calcium fluorescence fold change of randomly selected cells with n  >  4 independent replicates under each condition, and 10 cells for 
each replicate. (One-way ANOVA, p  <  0.0001) D. Average kinetics of Fluorescence fold change of TRPV4-His499-MNP-HisAb, Calcium free, ruthenium red (RR), and GSK2193874 
groups, respectively. n  >  30 cells of three independent replicates were analyzed. (Two-way ANOVA, p  <  0.0001) E. Quantification of calcium fluorescence fold change for different 
conditions. Randomly selected cells of n  >  5 independent replicates were analyzed for each condition, and 10 cells for each replicate. (One-way ANOVA, p  <  0.0001) F. Calcium 
imaging micrographs of HEK293T cells before magnetic stimulation (MS) and during MS. Different conditions show the changes of Fluo-4 fluorescence. Scale bar is 200 µm long. 
Related Videos are available in supplementary data. 
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The temperature of the culture media was measured by temperature 
probe of magnetic stirrer in the laboratory with a temperature of 25 
degrees. 

The influence of magnetic field strengths on the activation of 
TRPV4 in HEK293T cells was investigated by using magnetic fields of 
about 50 mT, 31 mT, 24 mT and 0 mT, which was realized by varying 
the distance between the electromagnet and cells (Fig. 2A). Fluor-
escence fold changes of different magnetic field strengths elicited 
corresponding calcium influx in HEK293T cells transfected with 
TRPV4-His499 in the presence of MNPs-HisAb were shown in Fig. 2B. 
The fluorescence fold (Ft/F0) of calcium influx showed dependence 
on magnetic field strength and higher magnetic field strength could 
elicit more dramatically increase of intracellular calcium (Fig. 2C). By 
using TRPV antagonist (ruthenium red), TRPV4 specific inhibitors 

(GSK2193874), and calcium free medium as control, respectively 
(Fig. 2D–F, Movie S1-S5), TRPV4 was identified to be the dominant 
calcium channel responsible for the magnetic field induced calcium 
transient, and our magnetic sensitive nanotool composed of TRPV4- 
His499 and Anti-His antibody MNPs were successfully verified in 
vitro. 

Supplementary material related to this article can be found on-
line at doi:10.1016/j.nantod.2021.101187. 

Based on the analysis of the reported Cryo-EM structure of TRPV4  
[28], we designed three different insertions of 6×His tag into the 
extracellular loops of TRPV4 (Fig. 3A), denoted as TRPV4-His499, 
TRPV4-His573, and TRPV4-His688, respectively. Molecular modeling 
of TRPV4 tetramer proteins showed that the inserted His tags located 
in the extracellular part of TRPV4 (Fig. 3B) and extended the length 

Fig. 3. Calcium influx induced in 293 T cells by different His tag insert position of TRPV4. A. Three different TRPV4-His expression plasmids based on the Cryo-EM structure of 
TRPV4 protein. B. molecular modeling of three different insertions. C. Average kinetics of Fluorescence fold change of three different conditions. N  >  30 cells of three independent 
replicates were analyzed. Over-expression of TRPV4-His499 (red), TRPV4-His573 (blue), or TRPV4-His688 (green) in HEK293T cell induces corresponding calcium transits. The data 
were analyzed by two-way ANOVA (no significance). D. Quantification of calcium fluorescence fold change under different conditions. Randomly selected cells of n  >  5 in-
dependent replicas were analyzed under each condition, and 10 cells for each replicate. The data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA (no significance). E. Calcium imaging 
micrographs of HEK293T cells transfected with TRPV4-His499, TRPV4-His573 or TRPV4-His688 plasmids show the changes of fluo-4 fluorescence in time course. Scale bar is 200 µm 
long. Related videos are available in supplementary data. 
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of loops. The insertion of His tag did not affect native folds of TRPV4 
and its secondary and tertiary structure of TRPV4 were conserved 
(Fig. S7). His tags in TRPV4-His499 and TRPV4-His688 did not change 
the conformation of the loops (S1-S2, S5-S6), while the His tag of 
TRPV4-His573 became part of the loop (S3-S4). A superimposition of 
the structures of TRPV4 and TRPV4-His499 was shown in Fig. S8. 

The behavior of other two His-tagged TRPV4 (TRPV4-His573, and 
TRPV4-His688) were also investigated through calcium imaging and 
compared with TRPV4-Hi499. Both TRPV4-His573 and TRPV4-His688 

induced significant increase of intracellular calcium (Fig. 3C-E, Mo-
vies S6-S7), but less than by TRPV4-His499, implicating the S1-S2 
domain caused stronger response than the S3-S6 domain in the 
calcium transportation. Detailed mechanism responsible for the 
difference remains to be studied. 

Supplementary material related to this article can be found on-
line at doi:10.1016/j.nantod.2021.101187. 

Verification effectiveness of magnetic sensitive nanotool in neural 
activation 

To apply the magnetic sensitive nanotool in neural system, we 
test its effectiveness in cultured cortical neurons. Mice cortical 
neurons were acquired and seeded on chamber slides. TRPV4-His499 

was expressed in cultured cortical neurons by adeno-associated 
viruses (AAV) transduction after 7 days’ culture and TRPV4-His499- 
p2A-mCherry expression was presented (Fig. 4A). Abs-MNPs (AF488) 
(green) were located on the surface of TRPV4-His499-mcherry 
neuron (red) (Fig. S9). Magnetic field was placed above the chamber 

slides with a distance of less than 0.5 cm for the generation of about 
50 mT magnetic field. Fluorescence micrographs of neurons trans-
ducted with TRPV4-mCherry shows significant Ca2+ influx through 
Ca2+ indicator (Fluo-4, AM) under magnetic stimulation (Fig. 4A), 
that suggested the magnetic sensitive nanotool could activate cul-
tured cortical neurons and was useful to modulate neural activity. 
Calcium imaging fluorescence fold change of TRPV4-His499-MNP- 
HisAb was higher than TRPV4-His499-MNP in response to magnetic 
stimulation (Fig. 4B). By using ruthenium red (Fig. 4C), TRPV4 was 
identified to be the dominant calcium channel responsible for the 
magnetic field induced calcium transient in cultured cortical 
neurons. 

Deep brain magnetic force drove stimulations in striatum cause rapid 
rotations around body axis 

We next validated the use of TRPV4-His-MNPs in the control of 
animal behaviors via activation of targeted neurons. Reported assays 
confirmed that both chemogenetic and magnetothermal activation 
of the caudate putamen nuclei in striatum, a deep region of brain, 
could evoke increased locomotion in the form of unilaterally rotation 
around the body axis [29,30]. Based on the reported precise stereo- 
position of caudate putamen nuclei in striatum, 1 μL AAV2/9-hSYN- 
TRPV4-His499-P2A-mCherrry-WPREs (experimental group) and 
AAV2/9-hSYN-P2A-mcherry-WPREs (control group) were respec-
tively injected into the mice brain at the speed of 100 nL/min by 
microsyringe (HAMILTON 65461-01) (the left diagram in Fig. 5A)  
[31,32], where hSYN of AAV2/9 is a neuron specific promoter 

Fig. 4. Calcium influx induced in TRPV4+ neurons in culture. A. Fluorescence micrographs of neurons transducted with TRPV4-mCherry (red) shows significant Ca2+ influx through 
Ca2+ indicator (Fluo 4AM, green) under magnetic stimulation. B. In vitro Calcium imaging fluorescence fold change of TRPV4-His499-MNP-HisAb and TRPV4-His499-MNP in 
response to magnetic stimulation. n  >  50 cells of three independent replicates were analyzed. C. In vitro Calcium imaging fluorescence fold change of TRPV4-His499-MNP-HisAb, 
ruthenium red (RR), and no magnet groups respectively, n  >  50 cells of three independent replicates were analyzed. 
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ensuring that TRPV4-His499 was only overexpressed in neurons. 600 
nL Abs-modified MNPs were subsequently injected at the rate of 
100 nL/min into the same position after 3 weeks(the middle diagram 
in Fig. 5A). The right diagram in Fig. 5A is the experimental set-up for 
in vivo magnetic stimulation (MS) in awake animals, mice were 
subjected to the magnetic field stimulation by putting a permanent 
magnet below them. It is worth noting that, to ensure the magnetic 
field sensed by animals changes dynamically within a certain range 
(about 200 mT), the mice were confined to a 3 cm high mobile arena, 
which keeps their heads in a horizontal position. The magnetic field 
produced by the permanent magnet was analyzed by K&J Magnetics 
(Fig. S10). The colocalization of MNPs and mCherry detected by 
immunoflurescence microscope was shown in Fig. S11. After 
adapting to the recording arena, the mice were stimulated and 
3-minute videos were recorded for each trial including 1-min 
before-MS, 1-min during-MS and 1-min after-MS. Trajectory of a 
representative mouse was analyzed by Tracker (Fig. 5B, Movie S8). 
Red track line indicated the mouse made circles with smaller dia-
meter which means the circles were rapid (with an average diameter 
of 35  ±  7 mm, Fig. 5B and D). Besides, we could tell from the videos 

of 12 trials that the mice mainly turn left during the MS as the virus 
and MNPs were injected into the right part of the brain (Fig. 5B and 
C). Among the 12 trials, 10 trials showed totally 4–6 contralateral 
turns (left turn) during MS, and in 2 trials the mice turned right 
once, respectively (Fig. 5C and E). Control virus AAV-9-p2A-mCherry 
did not response to the MS with the existence of MNPs (Fig. S12, 
Movie S9). 

Supplementary material related to this article can be found on-
line at doi:10.1016/j.nantod.2021.101187. 

Magnetic force drove deep brain stimulation at the deep striatum causes 
freezing of gait 

To verify the validity of our magnetic nanotool in other behavior 
models, it was tested on the “freezing of gait” (FOG) behavior of 
mice. It is known that FOG is a common symptom in patients with 
advanced Parkinson disease, and optogenetic stimulation of the 
ridge between dorsal and ventral striatum caused FOG of mice  
[33,34]. The colocalization of MNPs and mCherry detected by im-
munoflurescence microscope was shown in Fig. S13. TRPV4-His499+/ 

Fig. 5. Magnetogenetic control of the mice rapid rotations around body axis. A. Picture illustrates the process of mice magnetic control of rotation behavior. B. Image of recording 
arena and trajectory of a representative TRPV4+/MNP+ mouse analyzed by Tracker software. Virus and MNPs were injected in the striatum. The mouse turned unilaterally around 
its body axis (only left turns) during 1 min magnetic stimulation (MS) (red line). Before MS (blue line) and after MS (green line) were indicated. C. Numbers of contralateral 
rotations of 12 trials (6 mice) were counted and analyzed by one-way ANOVA (p  <  0.0001). D. Radius of the rotation of a representative TRPV4+/MNP+ mouse. E. Numbers of 
homolateral rotations of 12 trials (6 mice) were counted and analyzed by one-way ANOVA (p  <  0.0001). 
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MNP+ mice were observed to be able to move their heads but not the 
limbs during the MS. The movements were confined as shown by the 
red track of mouse and X and Y positions of neck (Fig. 6A and B, 
Movie S10). The linear speed of mouse was dramatically decreased 
to about 1.5 mm/s (Fig. 6C), and barely movement was detected. In 
our assay, 6 trials of 3 mice demonstrated consistent behaviors 
during their exposure to magnets, and with a significant low average 
linear speed compared with the absence of MS situation (Fig. 6D). 
Virus expression and MNPs binding were shown in Fig. 6A. Control 
virus AAV-9-p2A-mCherry did not response to the MS with the ex-
istence of MNPs (Fig. S14, Movie S11). 

Supplementary material related to this article can be found on-
line at doi:10.1016/j.nantod.2021.101187. 

Therefore, the TRPV4-His499-MNPs system is effective enough to 
evoke the calcium influx of neurons in vitro and activate neural 
system in vivo. TRPV4-based control of animal behaviors is solid and 
significant in our assay, indicating an effective non-invasive ap-
proach for modulation of neural system. 

Discussion 

This study raised the hypothesis of activating TRPV4 by MNPs based 
nanotool, and confirmed this neural stimulation method effective by 
realized the modulation of mice behavior by magnetic field. In this 
work, we used exogenous MNPs to open the TRPV4 ion channel. The 
colocation of His tag on TRPV4(TRPV4-His) and anti-His antibody 
modified MNPs are necessary in our magnetic sensitive tool. 

For the TRPV4-His, the His tag inserted into the S1-S2 loop of 
TRPV4 seems much better than the other two designs. The probable 
explanation of this phenomenon is that His tag closer to the calcium 
ion channel (S5-S6) could affect the ions transit process in a way. For 
the MNPs used in this work, their properties were optimized to 

achieve successful genetic neurostimulation in vitro and in vivo. 
Firstly, the commercial MNPs has about cores with diameter of 
20 nm, therefore, most of the MNPs are small enough (<30 nm) and 
enabled them to diffuse easily between the neurons in the brain  
[20]. Secondly, the superparamagnetic MNPs has been proven to be 
the preferred transducers for magnetic biostimulation [20], the 
MNPs used for the activation of TRPV4 were superparamagnetic and 
functionalized with carboxyl group which can improve hydro-
philicity of MNPs and make the MNPs easier to immobilize proteins 
or antibodies [35,36]. Thirdly, in order to make the MNPs be targe-
table to specific cells or tissue sites and suitable for binding in mice 
brain, the MNPs used in this work were modified with anti-His an-
tibody, which can also contribute to minimizing the amount of MNPs 
required for neurostimulation and reduce the negative effect of 
overheating in brain [35]. Additionally, during the calcium imaging 
assay, there was no increase in temperature of HEK293T cell culture 
media, which indicate that the MNPs used in this work didn’t acti-
vate the temperature sensitive channel. Given the above, the com-
mercial MNPs used in our assay have perfect magnetic 
responsiveness, and are suitable for the injection and binding in 
mice brain. 

Neural modulation approaches including optogenetics, chemo-
genetics [37,38], sonogenetics [39,40], in which optogenetics has 
been successfully applied to the brain circuits’ study of nonhuman 
primate [41], and has been developed and applied into the system 
neurosciences. Although optogenetics sheds light on the modulation 
of neural system and shows effective function on deep brain sti-
mulation, non-invasive effective genetic based tools for the manip-
ulating of neural activity still need to be explored and applied in 
future research. Magnetic force based nanotool as a newly emerged 
non-invasive approach, its development and application are growing 
into a hot area of research for the modulation of neural system. 

Fig. 6. Magnetogenetic control induced the mice freezing of gait (FOG). A. Image of recording arena and trajectory of a representative TRPV4-His499+/MNP+ mouse analyzed by 
Tracker software. Virus and MNPs were injected in the deep striatum (the ridge between dorsal and ventral striatum). Mouse track was recorded before MS (blue), during MS (red) 
and after MS (green) for 1 min, respectively. B. X and Y positions of mouse neck were analyzed. C. linear speed of the recorded mouse. D. Average linear speeds of 6 trials of 3 mice 
were analyzed before, during, and after the MS (one-way ANOVA, p  <  0.001). 
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Among the reported magnetic field based stimulation tool for 
neural control, they can mainly be divided into two types: single 
component tool made of TRPV-ferritin fusion protein, and double 
components tool composed of TRPV and magnetic nanoparticles. 
Both tools have been proved effective in the modulation of cell 
calcium transit or neural system [19–22]. TRPV1 and TRPV4 ion 
channels were targeted in these tools and assays were performed in 
vitro or in vivo. Our design is a double components tool in which 
MNPs play an important role in mechanical stimulating TRPV4 
channel. Paramagnetic nanoparticles alone engaged in the regula-
tion of neural system have been reported and confirmed to induce 
cortical neurons calcium influx in view of the 10–15% increase of the 
calcium fluorescent signal. N-type mechano-sensitive calcium ion 
channels were confirmed to be responsible for this process [42,43]. 
Although double components (two injections) are needed in this 
method based on TRPV4-His and anti-His antibody modified MNPs, 
negative effects related to off-target and overheating can be reduced 
in modulation of animal neural system. 

To improve the ability of modulating neuronal activity, further 
research is required to make the MNPs have optimal performance. In 
addition to some basic parameters such as MNPs’ size and magnetic 
properties, surface chemistry of MNPs plays a key role in their bio-
logical fate including cellular uptake, colloidal stability, toxicity, 
circulation, biodistribution and so on [35]. In future, various surface 
modification strategies need to be developed to reduce the noxious 
impact with neural tissues and improve the bioperformance of 
MNPs and the specificity of the functional outcome. Genetically 
magnetic control of neural system by MNPs is an effective way for 
avoid off-target effect, which is rapidly evolving but still at an early 
stage [44]. In the case of magnetothermal stimulation, the heating 
ability which related to the interaction between the size, micro-
structure and magnetic susceptibility of MNPs, should also be con-
sidered to avoid overheating or inefficient heat dissipation at the 
targeted region [45]. Although some MNPs have shown good bio-
compatibility, continued optimization and utilization of MNPs for 
neural stimulation are still needed, which exhibits great potential in 
better understanding neural function and clinical application. 

Conclusion 

Overall, we designed an effective non-invasive neural modulation 
nanotool composed of TRPV4 and MNPs under magnetic field sti-
mulation, and successfully applied it into the control of freely 
moving mice behaviors. We explored this magnetic sensitive nano-
tool, and validated its use both in vitro and in vivo using calcium 
imaging and animal behavior control experiments. In mice, this 
nanotool was verified to elicit unilaterally rotation and “freezing of 
gait” behaviors. This work thus demonstrates a promising approach 
in the field of neural modulation, new circuits interpretation and 
disease treatment, and provides an useful validation study for 
magnetogenetics. 

Experimental section 

Animals 

All animal procedures complied with the guidelines of the 
Recommendations from the Declaration of Helsinki, and were ap-
proved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the 
Chinese Academy of Military Medical Science. We made all possible 
efforts to reduce the number of animals used. Pregnant 
Sprague–Dawley (SD) female rats and male BALB/c mice were 
bought from the Experimental Animal Center, Academy of Military 
Medical Science (Beijing, PRC). The rats and mice were placed in a 
room with constant temperature (24  ±  2 °C) and were housed in 
cages under a normal day/night cycle. 

Molecular biology and virus packing 

TRPV4-His499, TRPV4-His573, and TRPV4-His688 DNA fragments 
were synthesized and cloned into pcDNA3.1 and pCDH-CMV-MCS- 
EF1-puro plasmids, respectively (General Biosystems, Inc.). pCDH- 
CMV-MCS-EF1-TRPV4-His499 -P2A-mCherry plasmid was used for 
lenti-virus package together with the three package proteins(VSV, 
pMDlg, RSV-REV). AAV2/9-hSYN-TRPV4- His499-P2A-mCherrry- 
WPREs (1 × 1013 vg/ml) and AAV2/9-hSYN-P2A-mcherry-WPREs 
were used for neuronal cells transduction and obtained from 
BrainVTA Technology. 

Magnets and magnetic field strength measurement 

Electromagnets of varying sizes and strengths were purchased 
from XDA, China. Permanent N42- or N52-grade NdFeB magnets 
were purchased online (Taobao, M.PLAN). Gaussmeters (F.W.Bell, 
Inc.) was used to determine the field strength of electromagnets over 
distance for each experiment. For the in vivo mouse behavioral ex-
periments using permanent NdFeB magnets, an online magnetic 
field calculator (K&J Magnetics) or a gaussmeter was used. 

HEK293T cell culture and transfection 

Cells used in this study were authenticated and checked for 
mycoplasma contamination. HEK293T cells were grown in 
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle's media supplemented with 10% fetal 
bovine serum containing 1 × pen/strep (Invitrogen) and maintained 
at 37 °C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2. Cells were trans-
fected using Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen) according to standard 
protocol provided by Invitrogen. 

Neuron culture and transduction 

Cortical tissues were dissected out from 17-day-old embryonic 
rats and were dissociated by enzymatic digestion in a 0.25% trypsin 
solution (30 min at 37 °C). The resulting tissue was resuspended in 
Dulbeccos modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, Sigma) containing 10% 
equine serum (Beyotime Biotechnology) and 5% fetal calf serum 
(Gibco) at a final concentration of 1 × 106 cells/ml. Cells were plated 
onto chamber slides previously coated with poly-L-lysine (Sigma, 
0.1 mg/ml) and matrigel (Sigma, 0.2 mg/ml). After the cells were 
adhered onto the chamber slides, the medium was replaced by 
Neurobasal containing B-27, and half of the medium was changed 
every 2 days. All cells were placed in a humidified incubator (5% CO2, 
95% air, 37 °C). Cells were transducted using AAV according to 
standard protocol provided by BrainVTA. 

Magnetic nanoparticle preparation and characterization 

Commercial supermagnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) with a hydro-
dynamic diameter of about 100 nm were purchased from Chemicell, 
composed of magnetite core(20  ±  10 nm) and polysaccharide ma-
trix, and functionalized with a glucuronic acid-carboxyl group. The 
MNPs were then coated with Anti-His tag antibody (Santa Cruz) 
using carbodiimide method, following the standard coupling pro-
cedure protocol provided by Chemicell(covalent coupling procedure 
on fluidMAG-ARA by carbodiimide method). 

Labeling cells with MNPs 

Culture media were removed and cells were washed 3 times with 
PBS. 10 μL MNPs in PBS (10 mg/ml) was added to cells and kept for 
30 min incubation. Remove the unbounded MNPs with normal cul-
ture media or buffer. 
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Microscopy 

Imaging for calcium imaging and immunocytochemistry was 
performed on a Nikon Ti-E Inverted Live Cell Imaging System. 
Calcium imaging was performed using 10 × magnification. 
Transmission electron microscope (Technai10, Philip, Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands) was used for the examination of MNPs. Confocal 
Laser microscope was used for cell fluorescence detection and brain 
slice scan (Nikon Ti-A1). 

In vitro magnetic calcium imaging 

Calcium imaging was performed according to the standard pro-
tocol provided by other lab [9]. Briefly, cells labeled with MNPs were 
washed three times with calcium imaging buffer (CIB) (105 mM 
NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 0.6 mM MgCl2, 10 mM HEPES, 1.2 mM 
NaHCO3, 100 mM mannitol and 10 mM glucose, adjusted to pH 7.45 
with NaOH) and loaded with 3 μM Fluo-4AM diluted in CIB for 
30 min at 37 °C. Cells were then washed three times with CIB and de- 
esterified for 30 min at 37 °C. Dishes were then loaded into custo-
mized imaging chambers and imaged at 10 × magnification for 
analysis. Ruthenium red (RR), a TRP channel pore blocker (Sigma), 
was used at a work concentration of 10 nM and cells were incubated 
with RR for ~2–3 min in the imaging chambers before imaging. For 
calcium-free medium experiments, calcium in CIB was replaced with 
10 mM EGTA and cells were washed and incubated with calcium-free 
medium. The TRPV4 specific antagonist GSK2193874 was purchased 
from Sigma and used at a work concentration of 10 nM. Cells were 
incubated in GSK2193874 for 5 min at 37 °C before calcium imaging. 
A magnetic stimulus was delivered using 3-cm electromagnet (rated 
for continuous duty, 12 V DC, 5 W and 10 kg of pull force). We si-
tuated the magnet directly above the imaging chamber during 
imaging. Using a gaussmeter, we calculated the magnetic field ex-
perienced by the cells (~0.5 cm away from the magnet) to be roughly 
40–50 mT. Imaging was performed by recording 30 s of baseline 
fluorescence and then turning on the magnet for 3–6 pulses of 10 s 
each (0.1 Hz, total time of 30–60 s, 90% duty cycle), using a standard 
DC power delivery system. Cells were randomly selected from an 
image field. Quantification was performed by averaging 30 s of 
baseline fluorescence measurements with no applied magnetic field 
followed by quantification of the largest three fluorescence values 
following MS. The three peak values were normalized to the average 
baseline fluorescence before magnetic stimulation to compute a 
relative fold change for each cell. For time course analyses, fluores-
cence data for each cell were analyzed as a relative increase over 
time compared to the baseline fluorescence (30 s) before MS. 

Evoking and observing animal behavior 

Mice were anesthetized in an induction chamber (5% isoflurane) 
and placed in a stereotaxic frame (RWD Life Science) where they 
were maintained at 1–2% isoflurane throughout the procedure. A 
craniotomy was performed, and mice were injected with viruses or 
MNPs into different region. For dorsal striatum injections, 1 μL of 
AAV2/9-hSYN-TRPV4-His499-P2A-mCherrry-WPREs or control virus 
was injected at stereotaxic coordinates from bregma: 0 mm (AP), 
2.3 mm (ml), and –3 mm (DV). For the ridge between dorsal and 
ventral striatum injections, 1 μL of AAV2/9-hSYN-TRPV4-His499-P2A- 
mCherrry-WPREs was injected at stereotaxic coordinates from 
bregma: 0,01 mm (AP), 2.3 mm (ml), and −4.1 mm (DV). Mice were 
allowed to recover for at least 3 weeks, allowing for optimal viral 
expression. Subsequently, 600 nL of MNPs (10 mg/ml) were injected 
into the same site as virus and mice behavior was detected the next 
day. Male BALB/c mice (3–4 week old, weighing 15–20 g) were used 
for the surgery. 

Recording animal behavior 

For each session, the animals were placed in a circular observa-
tion area. Sessions were limited to 10 min, including 3 min habi-
tuation, and 3–5 min experiment, during which about 200 mT 
magnetic stimulation was given. A consumer camera (Nikon D810) 
was used to record video (HD720, 60fps) of the mice before, during 
and after the magnetic field stimulation. Red marks were made on 
the mice with common marker pen (Sharpe) to aid motion tracking. 

Behavioral analysis of freely moving mice 

Motion tracking for all motor behavior analysis, the position of 
the red neck marker was recorded automatically using the free video 
analysis and modeling tool TRACKER built by Douglas Brown on the 
Open Source Physics Java framework. For the rotation motor re-
sponse, every second frame was analyzed, resulting in 30 position 
measurements per second. The coordinates were produced by the 
Tracker to visualize the spatial motion XY-plots of the motion. For 
motion tracking of the ‘freezing of gait’ response, the position of 
each paw was tracked every 1 s and the speed of the mouse was 
calculated as the absolute value of the linear speed averaged over 3 s 

Video editing for presentation 

Videos chosen for publication were edited using Adobe Premiere 
software. Raw videos were compressed using H.264 encoder and 
down sampled to 24 fps and sped up 3X for fast download and ob-
servation. The red marks on the neck were applied to aid motion 
tracking. Field application periods and the MNPs injection sites in 
the brain are indicated in the video. 

Histology 

Frozen coronal Rostral to caudal brain sections were prepared 
following standard protocols. The 15 mm thick slices were stained 
with DAPI for subsequent laser confocal imaging. 

Homology 

Phyre2 (Protein Homology/analogY Recognition Engine) [46] was 
used to predict the three dimensional structures of the three His- 
tagged TRPV4 proteins.For each protein, the model with the highest 
rank was modeled based on XenopusTropicalis TRPV4 (Transient 
receptor potential cation channel, subfamily V, member 4, PDB ID: 
6BBJ) with an identity percentage of 86%. The models were verified 
by checking the Rama chandran map and molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations. The tetramers remained stable during MD simulations 
at 310 K and pH 7.0. 
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